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Agenda

5 m  Administrivia
10 m  draft-ietf-sipcore-sip-authn-01 Rifaat Shekh-Yusef
10 m  draft-yusef-sipcore-digest-scheme-06 Rifaat Shekh-Yusef
30 m  draft-holmberg-sipcore-sip-push-02 Christer Holmberg
draft status

draft-ietf-sipcore-originating-cdiv-parameter-01 –> author wants to WGLC

draft-ietf-sipcore-reason-q850-loc-01 –> authors want to WGLC

draft-ietf-sipcore-sessiontimer-race-00 –> lots of list discussion, are we converging?

draft-ietf-sipcore-sip-authn-01 –> discuss today

draft-ietf-sipcore-callinfo-spam-02 –> author thinks it’s done, do we agree?